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University Press of Florida, United States, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. The Geopoetics of Modernism is the first book to illuminate the links between
American modernism and the geographic discourse of the time. Rebecca Walsh explores Walt
Whitman, Gertrude Stein, Langston Hughes, and H.D. s engagements with contemporary
geographic theories and sources-including the cosmological geography of Alexander von Humboldt
and Mary Somerville, the environmental determinism of Ellen Churchill Semple, and mainstream
textbooks and periodicals-which informed the formal and political dimensions of their work.Walsh
argues that the dominant geographic paradigms of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries gave
authority to experimental writers who were breaking with other forms of authority, enabling them
to create transnational forms of belonging on the exhilarating landscape of nations, continents,
and the globe. By examining modernism alongside environmental determinist geography, she
maps a poetic terrain where binaries such as west versus non-west or imperial center versus
colonial periphery are destabilized. The Geopoetics of Modernism reveals the geographic terms
through which American modernist poetry interrogated prevailing ideas of orientalism, primitivism,
and American exceptionalism.
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The book is straightforward in read safer to recognize. This really is for anyone who statte there had not been a worthy of looking at. You may like just how
the blogger create this publication.
-- Fr iedr ich Nola n-- Fr iedr ich Nola n

A very wonderful pdf with perfect and lucid explanations. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Stone K unz e-- Mr . Stone K unz e
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